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The Challenge

• A number of submissions to the EMA Scientific 
Advice Working Party (SAWP) led to a request to 
the Biostatistics Working Party (BSWP)

• Question: Do we need to be concerned with the 
control of the type I error rate in umbrella 
protocols? 

• Type I error control is of major importance from the 
regulators’ perspective
• Identify and collect examples discussed at SAWP
• Conduct a literature review



The first problem: Terminology

• Do we have a clear concept on the different trial designs?
• After a first round of literature search it was clear that there 

is a lack of common terminology
• Don’t get fooled by the wrapping

• How can we address the lack of common terminology?
• Define the trial design elements rather than put a label on 

the design (FDA)



Terminology
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Basket trial



Advantages

• Molecular analyses done more efficiently and 
consistently within a single trial than if there were 
several trials, one for each tumour type.

• Exploiting expected correlation between arms 
could make trials more efficient – certainly true in 
phase 2 where separate baskets are sometimes 
combined

• General operational efficiency of only having one 
protocol etc.



• The effect of a given drug D is being investigated in different 
target populations.

• This situation is not really different from a company pipeline in 
which a drug D would successively and independently be 
submitted to regulators for marketing authorization in different 
indications.

• Provided the studies corresponding to the different target 
populations are independent, no multiplicity adjustment would be 
required.

• Of note, if for each target population the design is randomised, 
the same comparator might not be used since standard of care 
might be different.



Umbrella Trial



Advantages

• Patients come in and are classified (biomarker) 
and then can be immediately enrolled in the 
appropriate sub-study.

• Operationally there are some big advantages –
don’t have to re-screen patients several times for 
biomarkers to enrol into 4 separate trials.





• In the ‘Umbrella’ trial, in each target population a different drug is 
tested.

• This situation is not really different from a company pipeline in 
which portfolio drugs would successively and independently be 
submitted to regulators for marketing authorization.

• Provided the studies corresponding to the different target 
populations are independent, no multiplicity adjustment would be 
required.

• Of note if the target population is the same for each drug 1,…,N 
tested, and if the corresponding designs are randomized, the 
comparator could be the same.



A recent example 
(anonymised) basket/umbrella



Why is this different from a 
subgroup analysis? 

In a standard setting, the target population is the overall 
trial sample. The main analysis is based on a test of the 
primary endpoint for which some alpha is spent.



Depending then on the subgroup strategy, some 
alpha is devoted to the testing of the primary endpoint 
in each subgroup investigated.



• Basket trials shouldn’t be a strategy for avoiding 
spending some alpha to investigate the effect of 
the drug in different subgroups (which play the role 
of the target populations).



• If there is no strong clinical rationale for analysing 
the target populations separately, a standard trial 
with an appropriate subgroup analysis 
(corresponding to the planned target populations) 
might be more suitable.

• Pooling shouldn’t be used to rescue failed 
independent trials (corresponding to the target 
populations) on the ground of gaining power, 
especially if there is a strong clinical rationale for 
investigating them separately.



Pooling

• Pooling is often presented as one of the advantages of multi-arm, 
multi-drug trials (Particularly for basket trials)

• What is the planned pooling strategy; need for pre-specification 
(cherry picking must be avoided)

• If a ‘vast majority’ of the sub-trials corresponding to the different 
target populations are positive, can a global indication be 
obtained and how (this will depend on the unit of observation)

• What is the intended ‘indication’?
• Can pooling be clinically justified?
• Impact of the heterogeneity of the different pooled populations 

(risk of failure due to pooling)



Shared control

• A single sub-study could have a control group plus 
more than one experimental agent

• Sometimes the agents aren’t from the same 
company

• Multiplicity issue here?
• But how different is this really to two separate trials 

– especially if it is two separate companies?



Platform trials



- In the same target populations, several drugs can be analysed
concurrently by randomising corresponding patients to different 
treatment arms. Also, some additional treatment arms can be 
adjoined dynamically to the design.

- By definition, according to Renfro, another target population 
could also be added to the platform trial. Again, provided the 
corresponding trial is planned independently of the other ones, 
this should not lead no any multiplicity issues.

- Not really different from an umbrella trial provided all the trials 
corresponding to the target populations are independent with 
their own type 1 error.



Platform design

• This approach essentially no different in terms of data 
generated than would be obtained from running several 
similar studies. 

• Operationally there are some big advantages – don’t have 
to re-screen patients several times for biomarkers to enroll 
into 4 separate trials.

• Some statisticians concerned about error control
• Issues from a CTA perspective



Multi-arm, multi-stage platform

• Shared control
• New interventions introduced and discontinued
• Patients randomised between all currently 

available interventions and control
• Control patients used in several comparisons – all 

that they were eligible for randomisation to.
• Different endpoints can be used at interim and final 

analysis



STAMPEDE trial



STAMPEDE study



Multi-arm, multi-stage platform

Clear gains in operational efficiency

Are these ‘infinite trials’? CTA issues.

Type I error control issues still under discussion

New ‘5%’ for each comparison – or need to adjust for multiplicity?

Is adjustment even possible without being able to predict the future.



Are there multiplicity issues?

The BSWP working hypothesis is:
• If we are looking at several independent trials all controlled 
for type 1 error relatively to their own design, then no, we 
see no issues with multiplicity.

• Possible violation of independence (still being debated):

• no overlap of patients (ex: no switching from one sub-trial to the other?)
• no overlap of treatment (ex: no common control arm)
• no decision taken for one trial can impact the other ones (e.g. early stop for 

efficacy)
• the only common points boil down to logistic/ethic/legal aspects

• If the same studies were presented as a development pipeline 
we wouldn’t expect to see the type I error controlled across 
target populations.



Are there multiplicity issues?

Less clear the more complex the designs get
• Adding arms and/or drugs in time might cause problems 

with the concept of independence

• How many drugs can we test in the same indication or 
target population before we have a lucky hit?

• Dropping arms/drugs/target populations might not always 
be acceptable

• What is acceptable in the exploratory setting is not per se 
acceptable in the confirmatory setting
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